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The original intent of this study was to assess and 

evaluate the organization and facilities of the Product 

Safety Laboratory, as well as those of outside laboratories 

in relation to the needs of the Product SafetyActivity. 

After due consideration of the situation in the Product 

Safety'Laboratory and its inter-actions with its major client 

jurisdictions, it was decided that the study should be divided 

into two phases, the first of which would consider the 

Product Safety Laboratory and its relationship to its client 
jurisdictions within the Directorate and the second of which 

would consider the identification, evaluation and qualification 

of outside laboratory facilities that may be used to service 

the Product Safety Activity. This report is concerned with 

Phase I. 

investigation has revealed that, to date, the Product 

Safety nboratory has not •r)riented its efforts to the basic 

needs of the major client jurisdictions, namely, the Product 

Safety Branch .and the Textile Division, Consumer Fraud - 

Protection Branch. At the time when the study was commenced, 

the situation had reached the stage where communication between 

the principals was almost non-existent. 

This situation has been the result of two major 

factors. 	First, the role, objectives and responsibilities 

of the . Product Safety Laboratory hed not ever been defined, 

nor had they been co-ordinated with those of the major client 

jurisdictions. 	Second, the present organi:ational structure 

has not been conducive to effective communication between 

laboratory and client jurisdictions. 



not se rVe any use rul purpose. 

In 're speet of:laboratory werk load it 'has- bon,  

de t  ci mir ned • that the ProdUct„Sifety. , baberatory :•can accomnibdate 

the pbtontial client woradoad,-  certainly  for the next year 

iaJ 	
, 	. 	. 	.„ 	 " 

poss:iblp- for the next tWo years 	lhis fayt, together 

with  lei  definiton  of • the role', objectiies and responsibilitims 

• of the ,Pr.oduct Sa fety _I.,aborator)):;•'•:ind>i the re - structuring of 

th_ or ganizi,ition  fi am  'both ail. :*ntèr -rial and  external poin t of  

view; wil:Up'rovide the basis . TO .r. -a'much improved and more,..' 

, efficient • ce - ordinated -lini.t. 

However, there will be , eireirmstances under Whiè:h /  the 

 Product Sa.fety Laboratory will be Unable to pro:vide required 

service to - its  clients.  .These'?Circuuistances will include 

situat ions 'such' as the testing .  Of ,- , chi.ldren s  car  'seats, 

where :highly. sophisticated, expensive equipment , : which 	. 

0 çul) e s  a large  amount  o f  spnçe 	:5 required' and whi c 	. 

cannot he  j ut i  fi cd for  relatily  j n:frequent use. 

, 	 recommondati.enSi'fOr improv ing the current 

sitUatsion have been Made ';' . .:1:1 11t: 	esSential that these 

recciiienda Lions be accepted.,,lin:spr: inci pie before proceeding 
, 

with  the cons i dc rnti on pf pilitside - laboratory facilit i es. 
„ 

Without suCh acceptance, fUrther 'cons idera tion o f, out S ide 

laboratery rac iii  ties within the context of this studY weul  cl , 
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SUMMARY OF  ■ TCOMMENDATIONS  

LXTERNAL 

1. 	(a) The Product Safety Laboratory should be 

integrated into the Product Safety Branch so 

as to improve overall effectiveness within the 

activity, improve communication between PSL 

and PS13, and allow for re-allocation of resources 

to meet overall activity needs. 

(b) PSL resources not utilized should be made 

available to the Product Safety Branch so as to 

ensure overall resource utilization within the 

Activity. 

The Product Safety Branch should be restructured 

to accommodate PSL. 

The PSL should be given a major participatory role 

in provision or selection of laboratory services 

in line with the objectives of the major client 

jurisdictions. 

Provision should be made for other potential client 

jurisdictions to utilize laboratory facilities 

after requirements of the major jurisdictions have 

buen satisfied. 

S. 	'Hie  principle or transfer of personnel between PSL, 

the Comnliance Division and the Development Division 

should be established. 







:.i1:0PUCTION 

At the request of the Assistant Deputy Minister, 

of Consumer Affairs; a committee WaS establi  shed  

undertake a detailed study of the overall capability 

the Product Safety Laboratory (PSL) to support the 

r.ureau's product safety programmes in the foreseeable 

:a turc 
In support of this directive, the committee 

established to undertake the assignment was made up as 

Product Safety Laboratory - J.L. Armstrong 
Development Division 	- V. Gellman 
Compliance Pivision 	- R. Bushfield 
Textile Division 	 - L. Kolasinski 
Field Operations Services - P. Michaud 
Task Leader and Secretary - D. Osborne 
Chai rman - R.D. Bennett 

Owing to a reallocat ion  of responsibilities of Mr. Bushfield 

during the course of the study, Mr. T.J. Wright replaced 

Mr. R. Uushfield on the Committee. 

The objective of the study was to assess the 

future direction of laboratory requirements for the product 

safety activity through two phases. 'Ibis is covered in the 

terms of reference stated in Appendix A. The first phase 

deals with the present situation and its related pr-oblems 

and mode of operation; the second, a mentis of assessing 

Iccurately outside laboratory facilities to be used by PSL 

in the future. 

Tasks relating to the terms of reference were 

assigned consecutively to the members of the committeeso 

as to obtain their ‘iewpoints without confrontation. 	After 

c.:reful examination of the various jurisdictional responses 

it became evident that 	it would be necessary to resolve 

• • ••••)/ 



major concerns raised before moving to the question of 

outside laboratory facilities. These issues related 

directly to  the  responsibility, role and direction of PSL 

as well as its interface with client branches. 

Therefore, given a situation which required 

immediate attention, it was decided to limit the study to 

consideration of the first phase before proceeding to study 

the identification and evaluation of laboratory facilities 

outside the Bureau. 	It is essential that the major issues 

of concern be resolved before the second phase of the study 

can be considered. 

It should be noted that input from Field Operations 

Services during the first phase has been minimal since  the  
major issues revolve around relationships within  the Standards 

Directorate. However, it is expected that they will be 
involved to a much greater extent, relative to sampling 

philosophy and criteria for selection of laboratories, in 

the  second phase of the study. 
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.,;cACH 

The approach adopted for discussion purposes in 

rport is to examine the organization of the PSL in 

from  ho th the internal and external points of view. 

Thiereport outlines the existing situation, draws 

mdkes recommendations and discusses the effects 

the existing situation if the recommendations are accepted 

_:1,1 implemented. 

...4i 



I 	!:XTERNAL 

III 	A. 	Roles/Objectives  

j 

To date, the role and objectives of the Product 

Safety Laboratory (PSL) and its relationship to the client 

jurisdictions have not ever been defined adequately. This 

is largely attributable to the rapid growth and evolution of 

PSL, as well as the growth and unpredictable direction of 

development of the laboratory's major client, the Product 

Safety Branch (PSB). 

The undefined role, objectives and minimal forward 

planning has resulted in a situation where both laboratory 

and client jurisdictions have developed their own divergent 

views as to what they perceive the role of the laboratory 

to be. This situation has created extensive problems in 

communication and understanding of the basic activity inter-

relationship which is so essential to achievement of a co-

ordinated approach to the objectives of the Directorate. 

ewing to the lack of a proper definition of role 

and objectives, it was necessary to have detailed discussions 

with both the laboratory and its clients to obtain their 

individual views and opinions. . 

To assist in establishing a proper definition of 

role and objectives, the benefit and experience of outside 

laboratories* (both private and public) also was sought. 

*Ontario Research Foundation, Mississauga, Ontario. 
Department of National Defence, Hull. 
Department or Public Works, Ottpwa. 
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa. 

. . .5/ 
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and Objectives As Viewed by the Product Surety 
L:.:boratory 

. Difficulty was experienced in obtaining a clear 
definition of what PSL understood its present role and ob-
jectives to be. However, it was best expressed as a 

versatile source of analytical and developmept knowledge, 
and as a centre of technical expertise, with sophisticated 
equipment aimed at servicing the fol  lowing  areas: 

- Development of regulations; 
- Analysis of consumer complaints; 
- Participation in the development of international 

test procedures, etc., through organizations such 
as ISO; 

- Scientific and technical support in respect of 
regulatory operations of all branches in the 
Department; 

- Provision of expert witnesses for all prosecutions, 
in related areas of work; 

- Co-operating with other departments in projects of 
mutual interest; 

--- Identification and assessment of commercial 
laboratory facilities on the basis of technical 
competence, 

- Overseeing and monitoring the quality and results 
of project work conducted by outside institutions. 

In summary, the laboratory views its role.  as that 

of  providing and ensuring first class, rapid and reliable 

laboratory service to the total Department as well as 

establishing an image of technical expertise and reliability 

with other government Departments and laboratory organizat  ions  

in both the private and public sectors. Additionally, PSL 

reels that all operations either related to, or undertaken by, 

biboratory should be supervised by PSL personnel. 

. . . 	/ 



Role and Objectives As Viewed by the Client Jurisdictions 

Presently .the major clients of PSL are the Product 

Safety Branch (PSB) and the Textile Div .ision  (ID)  of the 

Consumer Fraud Proteç,:tion Branch. Discussion has been 

limited to these two major clients since they require ex-

tensive labora  tory  service to carry out their programmes 

effectively. 

The client jurisdictions view the objective of 

PSL as the provision of necessary laboratory support to 

the Activity, particularly in the area of analytical or 

routine compliance testing and furthermore, the provision 

of a technical viewpoint in the area of regulation develop-

ment, upon request. 	In the case of the latter this primarily 

cosists of developing test methods where none presently 

exist, or undertaking investigation and research on projects 

which the client jurisdiction feels are specifically suited 

to  PSI..  It is worth noting that in almost all cases the 

client j-urisdictions select the laboratory facilities of 

their own accord without,reference to, or advice from PSL. 

In summary, the role of PSL is viewed by the client 

jurisdictions, as that of a commercial laboratory, but one 

which is less efficient and perhaps less competent than many 

other similar facilities in the private sector. The client's 

conception is that  PSI,  should provide service and quick 

response, but only as the client jurisdiction requires; no 

more, no less. 	In providing this service, the client maintains 

complete responsibility for all functions performed by PSL, 

criticising them when these functions are not performed to 

their considered standard. 

...7/ 
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P , .c. and Objectives As Vi ,wed by Other Government 
LHoratories 

Not being familiar with the situation as it exists 

between PSL and the client jurisdictions it was difficult for 

other government laboratories to express an opinion on what 

the role and objectives of PSL should be. However, there 

,as a definite concensus of opinion that the objectives, the 

role and responsibilities of PSL must be clearly defined 

and understood by all parties, i.e., by both PSL personnel 

and client jurisdictions. Close contact also should be 

maintained between laboratory and client to ensure that 

both relate to overall activity objectives. 

Basically, it was agreed and stated that the prime 

objective of any laboratory is to provide fast, reliable, 

quality service to its users. 

F..  Oraanization Structure  

Figure Ilshows how the existing PSL organization is 

structured. 	It is interesting to note how the reporting 

structure between PSL and major client organizations functions; 

the Head of PSL reports through the Assistant Director, 

through the Director, both of Legal Metrology and Laboratory 

Services, to the Director General of the Standards Directorate. **  

lt is also worth noting that the position of Chief, 

Standards Laboratory,is currently vacant, resulting in the 

Assistant Director having seven individual sections within 

the organization  report ing  directly to  hi Ill, 	It can be assumed 

that the amount of time allocated to directing the PSL'is 

proportional to that devoted to the other sections shown on 

the chart, i.e., amounting to 121, to W. of the Assistant 

Director's time. 

--------------- 
*See Figure I, Page ilaI 
"See Figure II, Page 7 (h) 

...8/ 
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Both discussion and experience have indicated that 

functional communication between PSL and the major client 

jurisdictions occurs at all levelS of programme management 

to either the Head or Section Heads of the PSL. Within the 
client jurisdictions communication with the laboratory is 

carried out by- each Programme Manager according to his own 
dictates. It is only when the Programme Manager meets 

resistance, lack of co-operation or so nie other deterrent to 

his programme that the formal organizational response structure 

is used. To date, PSL staff have relied heavily on these 

lines of communication for their awareness of project pro-

gress in the respective client jurisdictions. Heretefore, 

there appears to have been a reluctance on the part of programme 

managers to inform PSL completely,on issues of concern, such 

as consumer complaints,  select ion  of laboratories, progress 

of development projects and the like. 

F. Requirements of Users  

As previously indicated, the two major users of 

PSL are the Product Safety Branch and the Textile Division, 

Consumer Fraud Protection Branch. The major portion (90%) 

of PSL manpower allotment has been assigned to Product Safety 

Activity useage. 

Both client organizations have a mandatory requirement 

for laboratory services to allow for effective functioning 

of their activities in both the developmental ancUregulatory 

compliance aspects of regulations. 

...9/ 



in particular, developmental laboratory services 

are required for the establishment of sui table standards and 

tet methods, or for identification of problem areas and 

prediction of effects of suggested solutions. 

Within the area of Regulation Compliance, laboratory 

services ate required to ensure that products, which cannot 

be inspected or assessed visually, do meet specified 

standards. 

' 	Without adequate laboratory facilities the overall 

effectiveness of the major client jurisdictions would be 

severely jeopardized to the point where regulations would 

become ineffective or unenforceable. ln respect of these 

client activities, it is moSt important that government 

laboratOry facilities be utilized as much as possible to 

achieve neutrality of opinion, minimize the possibility of 

inadvertant leakage of information and maintain minimal costs.* 

As far as can be ascertained, the original intent 

of PSL was to act as a laboratory service unit to PSB and, 

later, to the Textile Division, Consumer Fraud Protection 

Branch. 

Within the Department there are other potential clients 

who have expressed an interest in utilizing a minor portion 

of PSL's facilities; these include Consumer Packaging and 

Labelling, Food Division and Misleading Advertising, Bureau 

of Competition Policy. 

The needs of these users within the Consumer Fraud 

Protection Branch are not predicated on laboratory facilities 

similar to those required by the major client jurisdictions. 

For the most part, this service can be considered as program 

expansion into undeveloped areas related to their programs 

which require some product research. 

*See discussion of Laboratory Services Cost, Appendix C. 

...10/ 
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,:CLUS1ONS 

I. 	Lac!: o(3  dginition g note/objectives and ite.5pon3ibiZitieA 

cont ,LLbuted to an atmo4t comptete b/Leakdaon ot; 

coimuwication between PSL and atient juti3diction,5. 

Indications are that both PSL and the client juris-
dictions are largely ignorant of each other's 
activities and how these activities' must interact 
for overall programme effectiveness. 

PSL te.,6ounces aîte not ditected comeete,ey towa/Lds ovenate 

Activity objective.s. 

Major client jurisdictions are reluctant to provide 
PSL with either the opportunity or the responsibility 
of undertaking complete responsibility for the 
laboratory service provided. On the other hand, PSL 
appears to be extremely  select ive in the services it 
elects to provide. This has resulted in the major 
client jurisdictions having to go elsewhere to obtain 
effective laboratory service to achieve their programme 
objectives. This situation has resulted in PSL 
searching out and undertaking research projects 
independently of its client jurisdictions in order 

,to justify its own existence. The net result is 
inefficient and wasteful use of valuable resources, 
with little success in achieving overall activity 
objectives. 

To amplify this point, the situation can be viewed 
pictorially as a resolution of forces being applied 
in divergent directions, the net result of which is 
a resultant force insufficient to meet the total 
objective requirement. 

,F ( lab) 

F (objective) 
. 	V' 	' 

& client) 

, 
' I (client) 

- rho differential of the objective force due to 
the divergence of force elements. 

...I2/ 
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5. Respowskbititie3 attocated to PSL by aient jeti3diction_6 
11:tve been willima£ .6inee PSL cannot be heed accoaatab,ee 

c)it 	action.6. 

While  PSI,  is free to follow its own dictates and 
cannot be held accountable by client jurisdictions, 
nevertheless the client jurisdictions must assume 
full responsibility for all work pçrformed, including 
laboratory service, since they represent the Activity 
in the eyes of the public. 

4. The Deve,topment Section, Pkoduct Sa6ety Skanch i4 undek 

.staééed. 

Examination of the major client(PSE)indicates that 
the  development section has allocated to it five 
MY's including the chief. The total workload of both 
the laboratory and compliance sections is directly 

. related to the number of regulations produced, amended 
or revised by the Development Section of PSB. 
Enrthermore, examination of PSL indicates that there are 
11 graduates, 5 at PhD level, on staff, ready and 
willing to do research to their own dictates. Therefore, 
it is apparent that an improper balance of personnel 
resources has created a bottleneck in the Development 

— Division, which has been a contributing factor to the 
solicitation of work by PSL outside the areas of the 
major client jurisdictions. 

5. PSL ha4 been concentnating theik eééont6 on /Le,seatch and 
devetopment at the expen4e oé A.outine anat1j.se.4. 

This is readily seen by the large number of PhD's 
on staff, who, because of their expertise and education, 
arc not likely to be interested in straight forward 
routine analysis and compliance testing. The fact was 
supported further by other laboratories whose opinions 
were solicited. They also indicated that there are 
many research-oriented laboratories available within 
the public service making it unnecessary for PSL to 
enter this field on their own initiative to carry out 
programs not directly related to the major client 
activities. 

...13/ 
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It i3 aecessaky to tmoceed thnough “ve Zevets oS 

management to the Di'Lecton Cenenca  don.  te4aution 
oS con6Zict. 

Many such conflicts could be resolved at the Chief 
or Directorate levels of management; certainly they 
should not necessitate imposition on the time of 
the Director General. 	 s. 

7. The A.6,si3tant Diftectok, LegaZ betiLotogy and Labotatony 

Setvice,6 ha.  s •even tabotatoty 4ection, inauding PSL, 
itepoiLting to him.* 

According to acceptable management practices such 
a situation is not effective since on the average 
the Assistant Director can allocate only 15% of 
his total time to PSL matters. 

•••••r., 

*S e(  Figure 11, Page 7(1)) •  

...14/ 
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RUCOMMENDATIONS 

1. (a) The Pkoduct Saéety Labotatoty showed be integkated 
into the Pkoduct Sa6ety Stanch 40 a4 to impkove ovetatt 
e“ectivene44 within the activity, imimove communication 

between PSL and PSS, and attow é0A te-aZZocation oé ,Luounee4 
to meet ovetail activity need4.* 

In view of the fact that the  major' client of PSL 
is the Product Safety Branch it is recommended 
that the laboratory report administratively and 
functionally to this Branch. However, in view 
of the PSL's location it is proposed that it have 
a response to Legal Metrology and Laboratory Services 
in matters related to safety, housekeeping, arca 
and equipment maintenance and machine shop service. 

(b) PSL tesoutces not utitized .showed be made avai.tabZe 
to the Ptoduct Saéety Stanch «) a.s to endsute ovetat.£ 
te.sou4ce utitization within the Activity. 

Technical resources in PSL, especially at the,PhD 
levels, should be available, at need, for allocation 
to the development section of PSB. Similarly, 
technical resources of PSB also can be deployed to 
assist the laboratory during peak periods. • An 
exchange program of this nature would result in 
improved use  of. available technical resources, 
better appreciation of the overall objectives through 
actual experience and improved communication through 
having viewed the problems from a different standpoint. 

2. The Ptoduct Satu 8tanch .showed be ke4tfluctuted to 

ac.cois'J ts PSL. 

To accommodate the integration or PSL into the 
Product Safety Branch it is recommended that PSB 
be restructured as shown on the chart of Figure IV. 
This organizational layout maintains the number of 
line groups responding to the Director at four 
rather than adding PSL as simply another fun.ctional 
group. 

Hgure 	P:1 .2.0 11(a) 

.. .1 s/ 
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It seems logical to 0- oup these functions into 
one section under the Head of Planning and Coordination, 
since the services provided by  Scient  ific  and 
Technical Information Service, Legal and Administrative 
arc in support of compliance and development. 
Furthermore, in addition to providing the necessary 
support service to the activity, this change will 
ensure effective communication and co-ordination 
of tasks between the major sect-ons of Compliance, 
Development and Laboratory. 	\ 

3. The PSL stiotted be given a majm pakticipatmy 'LOU. in 

p,tovi6ion m .5eZection  o, £abokatmy .setvkce's in .eine 

with the objective's o6 the majm ctient jakidiction. - 

The foregoing recomMendation assumes acceptance of 
the principle of integration of PSL into the Product 
Safety Branch. 

The role of PSL should be to provide complete 
service to the product safety function in respect 
of routine analytical work, routine compliance 
testing, analysis of official samples and any 
required work associated with development projects 
aimed at developing new regulations or revising 
existing regulations in the field of consumer safety. 
Additionally, it is mandatory that the laboratory 
complement of equipment and the balance of training, 
that is, the level of expertise and education of the 
laboratory personnel, is adequate to the job in 
hand and is maintained to the degree necessary to 
constitute an authority in the field and to inspire 
both credibility and reliability in the minds of 
its client jurisdictions. 

Since the laboratory has the expertise and capable 
technical personnel, their charge should be not 
only to complete the work required of them in 
routine analysis, testing of official samples or 
development work, but also to pass judgement on the 
results obtained and to make observations and 
express opinions concerning all aspects of the work 
entrusted to them. Comments or discussion of this 
nature should be included as a matter of course on 
all laboratory reports and should be offered freely 
through informal communication during the course of 
any investigation. 

...16/ 
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Because of the expertise and skills available 
through laboratory personnel the responsibility 
logically rests with the PSL to identify, evaluate 
and qualify outside laboratory facilities that 
may be used on a contract birsis for either 
routine or long range development projects. This 
implies also the responsibility for monitoring the 
methodology and expertise of such facilities both 
by periodic inspection and round robin testing in 
the areas in which they are involvecL 

Laboratory personnel must be aware of and familiar 
with the objectives and the general programme goals 
of the Product Safety Branch, as stated in 
Appendix B. 

With these considerations in mind, every effort 
possible must be made to orient PSL towards the 
needs of the major client jurisdictions'. It is 
therefore essential that the proper mix of graduate 
and technician must be  established to provide 
effective service. This is dealt with in the 
section on the internal organization. 

4. Pflovi..sion 4houed be made 6on othen potentiat client 

juni.6dictioo to utUize Zabonatony éactie.6 a6teit 

,teciaitement4 o6 the major_ juti,6diction6 have been 

,sati›46ied. 

It is recommended that, besides providing the 
necessary laboratory support to the Product Safety 
Branch and to the Textile Division of Consumer 
Fraud Protection Protection Branch, provision should 
be made to permit other jurisdictions in the 
Department to have access to laboratory service 
on a low priority basis. 

However, it is recommended that their requests 
be accommodated only after the major clients (PSB 
and ID)  requirements have been satisfied. Further-
more, any request for laboratory work of this nature 
should be approved in advance by the Director, Product 
Safety Branch. 

Only in cases where potential clients are willing to 
irrovide thLir own resources (MY and funding) should 
consideration be given to advancement of these 
priorities. Under these conditions, it is recommended 
that the Director of PSB and the Director of the 
potential client jurisdiction work out an appropriate 
arrangement. 

...17/ 
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the  Leal Metrology and Labcratory Support Services. 	In this 
respect, these support positions provide the necessary service 

to five sections of the total laboratory organization. 

K. Internal Organization as Viewed by Other Government 
Laboratories 

In discussions with other laboratories it was stressed 

that utilization or a laboratory to perform routine analytical 
work as well as research and development work was ineffective 
if the line of demarcation between the two types of service 

was not defined sharply. In fact, the role and responsibflities 
of each group must be defined and understood by all personnel 

within both the laboratory and client jurisdictions. 

Furthermore, •it was their opinion that the use of 

graduate personnel for routine test work WaS inefficient 

use of highly-trained technical competence. This is because 

individuals trained to post-graduate level are interested 
primarily in research,.development and methodology and 

enjoy a Cree hand in .doing such work at their own speed. 

Routine sample testing requires fast, repetitive accuracy 

and is more conCerned with speed than with initiative and 

versatility. 

The ratios of graduates to technicians suggested 

by other laboratory facilities indicated a mean ratio of 

1:5 for routine analytical testing and 1:1 for research 

and dovelopment work. 

...19/ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. IN PSL, the katio o6 9taduate4 to technician6 	much 
too high. 

The ratio of graduates to technicians in PSL is 
grossly weighted in favour of graduates. As in-
dicated, PSL has a current ratio of 1:0. 5 . 	It is 
suggested that the ratio be reduced to between 
1:6 and 1:3 depending upon the complexity of work 
being performed. 

2. The onientation g PSL e(6ont hcz been di/Lected toweLd-s 
.te4eatch. 

To date the PSL has placed major emphasis on research 
and development work. However, this emphasis does 
not accommodate the major requirements of the client 
jurisdictions,  who  place greater emphasis on their 
routine analytical testing. 

3. A mixed mode g opetation u4in9 the 4ame pe)t6onne£ to do 
koutine anatyticcue and devaopment wotk i3 neithet 

eé4ec:tive noL e4“cient. 
•••• n• 

Past operation of the PSL has been largely on a non-
selective basis, utilizing all personnel to do 
routine and developmental work with littl -e regard 
for discrimination between the two. This, for the 
most part, is ineffective, not only from a resource 
utilization point of view, but also from a manage-
ment point of view. Routine.sample analysis should 
be conducted in a production management mode, whereas 
development and research work should be conducted in 
a project management mode. The current situation 
is extremely difficult to schedule and control. 

Responsibilities of each section, as indicated by 
the existing organization chart (Figure 1) are not ' 
specifically defined, with a tendency to overlap, 
leading to inefficiency and possible duplication 
of  PSI.  resources. 

Operation of a laboratory where both routine analytical 
and development work are clone  by the  saine  personnel 
on a continuing combined basis is both ineffective 	. 
and inefficient. 
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kKOMMENDAT1ONS 

1. Re.stluctunc PSL into too unit; an AnaZyticat Section 
and a Devetopment Section. 

It is recommended that the Product Safety Laboratory 
be divided organizationally into two separate sections 
each having its own responsibilities; one to be 
concerned with routine analytical and compliance 
matters of all kinds and the other to be concerned 
with matters of development and methodology; the , 

present Mechanical and Electrical Safety  Section 
to be eliminated and the personnel absorbed in the 
two new sections. 

2. Each „section oé PSL 4houtd tepont tfutough a wo/Lking 9 ,toup 

teadeit to a ing.ee head oé Zabotato ,ty opekation.5. 

3. Each unit eeatd be 4taLied by ykaduate,s and technîc.icta 
in appnoiPtiate 4atio4. 

In the case of the routine analytical and compliance 
work it is recommended that the section leader be 
fully qualified with university training, preferably 

'- at the post-graduate level. The ratio ;ipf graduates 
to technicians in a routine group should vary between 
1:3 and 1:6. Of the technicians, one quarter to one 
third should be of the senior type who would handle 
the more difficult aspects of the routine work while 
the remainder could be of the junior or less experienced 
type to handle the everyday, normal routine analytical 
work. Tho choice of the number of senior technicians 
depends on the relative volume of more difficult 
routine work, which, by its nature, requires the 
attention of more qualified and more experienced 
personnel. 	In this group, routine analytical and 
compliance work would have priority over any other 
type of work load. 

The sub-object ive of the group should be oriented 
towards that of a production line operation stressing 
fast, reliable service. 

...21/ 
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It is recommended that the section designated to 
handle research, developMent and methodology be 
headed by a working leader at the post-graduate 
level, preferably a PhD. Because of the nature 
of the work, the ratio of graduates to technicians 
should be 1:1 in this section. 

4. The plincipeL oÇ titan46en oé peuonnet between 4ection4 

shoutd be  ctabAL4hed. 

Within each group there should be a provision that 
individuals may be transferred temporarily from 
one group to another depending upon relative work-
loads. An arrangement of this nature would provide 
a capability of emergency response, thus enabling 
either group to minimize delay in turn-around t .ime 
in periods of peak demand. 

5. Roîe.6 and tesponibititie4 oé each „section o6 PSL houd 

be de6ined aeak.ey. 

This definition will be directly dependent upon the 
integration of the laboratory with the major client 
branch as previously discussed. 
Assuming that these recommendations are accepted 
and implemented, a major portion of the responsibilities 
relating to all functions of Laboratory Service should 
be allocated to the PSL. 

Specifically, the Analytical Section of the PSL should 
be responsible for all routine testing of samples, 
including the assessment of whether or not they pass 
or fa il  regulations for which there is no subjectivity. 
Responsibility for laboratory reports should rest with 
the analyst, whose signature should be the only one 
required. 

Such delegation of responsibility to the PSL will 
permit streamlining of the sample handling procedure 
and further reduce  turn -a round  time to the field. 
This responsibility also should include the disposal 
of all samples following completion of required 
test work. 
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The Development Section should be responsible for 
al .1  other aspects related to the laboratory function; 
including methods improvement in the area of existing 
regulations, provision of laboratory expertise on 
committees, guarantee of reliability of the analyses 
being performed by the Analytical Section, extensive 
participation in the selection, evaluation, qualific-
ation and monitoring of potential laboratories,  . 
equipment justification, carrying out analyses on 
consumer complaints, assisting in the development 
of regulations, carrying out product research as 
specified by the client jurisdictions. 

6. Re4worusibititie3 o6 the. Head oé PSL 41iould be deéined 
accunatety. 

The responsibilities of the Head of the PSL woUld 
be to ensure overall accountability of PSL personnel, 
to determine proper allocation of resources to meet 
required workloads and to maintain co-ordination 
between client jurisdictions and the PSL. 

7. PSL .stafi') te.sototce,s 4howed be allocated pkopottionatay 
acconding to needs oé aient junisdiction4. 

The total manpower complement available to PSL is 
19 MY's. Assuming the head of PSL is not considered 
as a working member, but as an administrator, advisor 
and co-ordinator, there are IS MY's to be deployed 
between the Analytical Section and the Development 
Section. 

The proportion of laboratory effort to be allocated 
to the Analytical Section has been established at 
50, of the total MY allotment. This means that 
9 MY's and S MY's respectively can be devoted to the 
Analytical and Development Sections. The remaining 
MY will be absorbed by a sample handling clerk whose 
responsibility will be to ensure proper expedition 
and smooth flow of samples through PSL. 

The proposed organization is shown in Figure Ill, 
Page 22(a). The present and future deployment of 
PS I,  resources to accommodate the proposed structure 
are shown in Appendix n. 
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S. Te  too machini ,st .6houtd be tnan66enned to Legat. 
Met,toiogy and Labokatony Sekvices. 

This transfer is logical since the machinists 
provide service to the laboratory as a whole. 

/s discussed in Appendix D, the proposed organizational 
structure can be accommodated without potential lay-offs 
of current staff. 

9, The pitinc.ipte o6 tutn46et  o  peonne.e between PSL, 

Devetopment Divi,sion and the Comp.tiance Diviion 4houtd 

be e4tabti4hed. 

Transfer of personnel in this manner will provide 
a vehicle for cross-training and will develop 
mutual understanding of the various aspects of 
the diverse problems which arise in all three 
jurisdictions. Such transfer also will engender 
the co-operative spirit so necessary to the 
successful achievement of the Activity  objectives.  

•n • n 
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EFFECTS ON EXISTING SITUATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

With the acceptance of these recommendations by the 
Director General, Standards Directorate and ADM, Consumer 
Affairs, the_majerity of issues raised in this report will 
be resolved. 

Furthermore, the implementation of these recommendations 

will bring PSL into proper perspective with the major client 

jurisdictions, thereby allowing for adequate allocation of. 
resources and will improve drastically the functional 
communication between client jurisdictions and laboratory staff. 
It can be stated with confidence that such action will 
accommodate the requirements of the client jurisdictions, 
certainly for the next year and possibly for the next two 
years. 

This will permit sufficient time to complete the 
second phase of the study, which involves the establishment 
of outside laboratory facilities for the Product Safety 
Activity. 

Furthermore, it will accommodate the new Field 

Operations approach which is to become part of the Product e)) 
Safety Activity, thereby allowing for a complete examination 

of the sampling philosophy in line with laboratory facilifty 

requirements. 

• 	Besides necessary restructuring within the Product 

Safety Branch to accommodate PSL, there may be some difficulty 

in re-orienting program managers in respect of the responsibilities 

they now have related to laboratory services. 
It is suggested that the working relationships between 

client jurisdictions and PSL be defined and implemented 

through the Planning and Co-ordination Section, Product Safety 

Branch. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Tasks described in the following were assigned to 

members  of the committee. Items 1 to 4  inclusive comprise 

Phase I of the study; to define the problems and capabilities 

of the existing facilities. Tasks S to 9 inclusive comprise 

the second phase of the study; to determine the most acceptable 

laboratory arrangement to fulfill the future needs of the 
Product Safety Activity. 

Phase II, i.e., Tasks S to 9 .  inclusive, will be 

completed following a decision concerning recommendations 

made as a result of Phase I. 	 • 

PHASE I 

Item 

1.(a) 	identification and definition of laboratory re- 

quiremunts for: 

- Development programs 
- Compliance programs 
- Textiles programs 

(b)  Identification of service the Product Safety Laboratory 

. is providing for: 

- Development Division 
- Compliance Division 
- Textiles Division 

Suitability of the Product Safety Laboratory resources 

to satisfy identified needs: 

- existing equipment 
- current methOdology 
- current response to Development, Comptiance, 

Textiles. . 
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Item 

	

3. 	Determination of the Product Safety Laboratory 

capability- to handle current product mix: 

- areas of capability/expertise 
- equipment capability 
- work volume capability 

	

4. 	Determination of proportion of Product Safety 

Laboratory effort required to keep facilities 

and methodology up to date. 

PHASE II 

S. 	Determination of alternative laboratory facilities 

best suited to efficiency of total programme: 

- additional resources 
- sampling philosophy 

6. 	An reas of future product mix and areas of future 

laboratory growth. 

-7 .  Utilization of outside laboratory facilities for 

complet ion  of tasks: 

- in excess of laboratory capacity 
- for which available facilities or 

expertise are inadequate 

b. 	Criteria for identification and evaluation of outside 

laboratory facilities. 

O. 	Criteria for control of outside laboratory 

facilities. 
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11. Health of Animals Act. 

12. Moral Suasion. 

13. Educat  ion and Information Programs. 

The appropriate strategy and tactics must be 
evolved to allow for the most effective solution of problems 
within both the word and spirit or the Hazardous Products Act. 

the above context tri-(7—roTllowing objectives are 
proposed: 

1. Create and mandate through the Hazardous 
Products Act safety standards designed to 
eliminate or reduce dangers to health or 
snCety or the public.  

2. Produce and implement strategi  es, in concert 
with-other authorities, which will achieve 
the ends of the Hazardous Products Act where 
it may not be the most suitable vehicle for 
a specific situation. 

3. Gather and disseminate information relating 
to product-related hazards and injuries. 

4. Implement trader education programs to 
promote product designs and use of . 
industrial voluntary standards which are 
in the best—FiFlic interest with respect 
to health and safety. 

S. 	initiate human factors, sociological, medical, 
engineering, toxicological and other research 
to provide a broad base for regulatory 
development and strong well balanced 
educational and informational programs. 

J.W. Black 
February 22, 1977. 

s.  

, 	 ' 	r 
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mEmovumum 	NOTE DE SERVICE 
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1M  ti 

January 13, 1976 

Chiefs, Section Heads and 
• 	Program Managers 

_ 	 _J 
- 	 -1 

Director 
Product Safety Branch 

,Ce M 
F 

Ï.;',''Establishment of program priorities 

From time to time in recent weeks, I have had 
discussions with various members of the staff which have 
invariably led to questions as to what criteria will be 
applied in the establishment of priorities for programs 
within this branch. 

I have given some thought to this matter and 
thought that I would set down the factors which I have been 
applying for your general information. These are as follows: 

(l) Frequency and severity of injuries 

Two  major  criteria in determining priorities are the frequency 
and severity of injuries associated with consumer products. 
All available data including the NEISS hazard index and 
supplementary data collection systems, such as fire surveys, 
fire statistics, etc., shall be used to attempt to identify 
the freouency and severity of injuries. The judgement as to 
severity shall include an evaluation of the seriousness of 
the injury. 

(2) Causality of injuries 

After a determination has been made relative to the frequency 
and severity of injuries associated with a product, consideration 
shall then be given to the amenability of a product hazard to 
injury reduction through standard setting, information and 
education, or other departmental action. This step, which first 
involves a judgement of the extent to which the product and 
consumer behaviour are causally related to the injury pattern, 
involves sorting product hazards igto appropriate remedial 
categories. Within each remedial category priority shall be 
assigned to products according to the number of serious injuries 
that can reasonably be expected to be reduced or eliminated. 

... 2 
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(3) Chronic illness and future injuries 

Certain products, although not presently associated with large 
numbers of frequent or severe injuries, deserve priority 
attention if there is reason to believe that .the products will 
in the future be associated with many such injuries. Although 
not as susceptible to measurement as other product related 
injuries and illnesses, these risks shall be evaluated on the 
basis of the best information available and given priority on 
the basis of predicted future illnesses and injuries and the 
effectiveness of departmental action in reducing or eliminating 
them. 

(4) Cost and benefit of action 

Consideration shall bie given to the cost of action to producers 
and consuers. Assuming risks of 'relatively equal priority 
based on the above criteria, those that are capable of being 
reduced at small cost should be given priority over those that 
would 'require producers to incur large costs, such as massive 
retooling with a consequent large increase in the price of a 
product. These costs, as well as effect on utility, convenience 
supply, movement toward substitutes, etc., should be weighed on 
a preliminnry basis against resulting benefits to society from 
reduced injuries. In addition, consideration shall also be 
given to the most efficient use of Branch and other departmental 
resources. 

(5) Unforeseen nature of the risk 

Other thinos being equal, consideration should be given to the degree 
of consumer awareness both of the hazard and of its consequences. 
Priority can then be given to unforeseen and unforeseeable 
risks arising from the ordinary use of a product. 

(6) Vulnerability of the population at risk 

Children, the elderly, and the handicapped are often less able 
to judge or escape certain dangers in a consumer product or in 
the home environment. Because these consumers are, therefore, 
more vulnerable to danger in products designed for their special 
use  nr frequentl ,i used by them, the department will usually 
place a higher priority, assuming other factors are equal, on 
preventing product related injury er.o children, the handicapped, 
and senior citizens. 
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(7) Probability of exposure to hazard 

may also consider several other things which can help to 
deLermine the likelihood that a consumer would be injured by 
a product thought to be hazardous. These are the nUmber of 
units of the product that are being used by consumers, the 
frequency with which such use occurs, and the likelihoo d .  that 
in the course of typical use the consumer would be exposed to 
the identified risk of injury. 

(8) Additional criteria 

Additional criteria may arise that the staff believes warrant 
consideration. I would encourage the inclusion of such 
criteria for consideration in establishing priorities. 

It is recognized that incontrovertible data related 
to the criteria identified in this policy statement may be 
difficult to locate or develop on a timely basis. Therefore, 
it may not be feasible to require extensive documentation on 
each and every criterion before making a decision. 

If there are any thoughts or views on the above, I 
would appraciate being advised of these. 

./. Black 

c.c. M. McCabe 
H. Bardon 

P.S. It is recognized that the above factors will in many cases 
be recognized in our recently developed decision-making 
procedures. 
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tABORATORY SLRyICES - COSTS  

It is to the total advantage of the Directorate to 

utilize PSL to the fullest.extent possible. This fact is 

true from both the cost and time element point of view. 

Support of one laboratory staff member, including salary 

overhead, and administrative expenses is of the order of 

$50,000 annually. Thus, the cost of service from an outsid e . 

laboratory must take this factor into account, resulting 

in a higher cost per analysis unless the volume of such 

analyses is sufficient to keep the staff member fully occupied. 

The time factor also must be considered since response from 

an outside laboratory, of necessity, must take into account 

that laboratory's schedule of priorities and its ability to 

fit the particular assignment into the schedule. In other 

words, rt is more efficient in terms of both time and money 

to utilize PSL facilitieS to the greatest extent possible. 
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DEPLOYMENT OF PSL RESOURCES TO ACCOMMODATE  
RESTRUCTURE OF PSL ORGANIZATION  

The Following Figures I, II and ItI show, re-

spectively, 

(a) The present organizational structure of 

PSL; 
(b) The line response of PSL and its place in 

the organizational structure of Legal Metrology 

and Laboratory wervices and the Standards 

Directorate; 

(c) The proposed organizational structure of 

PSL. 
The breakdown of the current laboratory complement 

of personnel is shown  in Figure  V as well as the mechanism 

of transfer of personnel required to meet the proposed 

organizational  structure.  
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